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- the continual convergence of form and context 
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Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge 
is limited, whereas imagination embraces the entire world
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User-centred design
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3. OPPORTUNITIES FOR MOBILE INTERACTION DESIGN RESEARCH
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We already know what to build
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Context is not important
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Methodology matters very little
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Studying and analysing use contexts
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Using context to inform interaction design
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Developing new methods for evaluation in context
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Exploring context-awareness
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Understanding user experiences in context
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3.3. Emerging challenges
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4. TOWARDS A DESIGNERLY WAY
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4.1. From technical rationality to continual convergence
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Design as continual convergence
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4.2. World views, root metaphors, and modes of inference
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Design as abductive thinking
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4.4. Elaborating on user-centred design
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5. THE CONTINUAL CONVERGENCE OF FORM AND CONTEXT
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5.1. Emergence and unpredictability
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5.2. Form and context unity
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5.3. Form and context convergence
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5.4. Between understanding and artefacts
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5.5. Between concrete and abstract
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5.6. Four types of design activity
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5.7. Four types of design ripples
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5.8. The contextual approach and my own research
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6.1. Part I \ Studying and analysing
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Physical context
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6.2. Part II \ Designing and building
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Simulating mobility
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Taking the lab with you
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6.4. Part IV \ Artefacts
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Indexical interaction design
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Proxemics and interactional spaces
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Orchestrating mobile devices
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Lesson 1: transcending technology- and user-centeredness
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Lesson 2: form-context unity
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Lesson 3: a designerly way
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Lesson 4: studying and analysing
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Lesson 5: designing and building
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Lesson 6: improving evaluation
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Lesson 7: artefacts
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Lesson 8: understanding
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Challenges for a contextual approach
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Downsides of holism in interaction design
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Challenges and 
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Chapter 2. A review of mobile interaction design research
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2. RESEARCH METHODS
natural, arti icial  
environment independent 








































































Chapter 3. Physical context
Chapter 4. Social context
Chapter 5. Personal context
Chapter 6. Work context

STUDYING AND ANALYSING
how can we study, analyse and understand aspects of context 
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1.1. Indexicality: relating interfaces to their context
2. ANALYZING THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

3. FIELD STUDY: FEDERATION SQUARE
3.1. Inspecting Federation Square
3.2. Coding the data
3.3. Analyzing the data




4. MOBILE GUIDE DESIGN
4.1. Location by district
4.2. Augmented interactive photorealistic depictions
°
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share places, indexing to places, augmenting places.
2.  BACKGROUND
2.1. People in place
2.2. Technology in place
2.3. Interactions in place
3.  FIELD STUDY: PEOPLE SOCIALISING IN A PUBLIC PLACE
3.1. Participants, procedure and data collection
3.2. Transcriptions and data analysis
knowledge, situation, motivation
sharing place, indexing to place,
augmenting place




5.  DESIGNING FOR SITUATED SOCIAL INTERACTIONS
5.1. Sharing Place: Recommendations Based on History and Context
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5.2. Indexing to Place: Way Finding Referring to the Familiar
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2. WHAT IS INTIMACY?
physical intimacy, non-verbal communication, self-disclosure, 






















































2. FIELD STUDY OF WORK ACTIVITIES
letting go the mooring lines




“The contributor and the partners mutually believe that the partners have 
understood what the contributor meant to a criterion suf icient for the current purpose” 
. 
2.2. Findings from ield studies of “letting go the lines”
3. ANALYSIS OF COMMUNICATION
3.1. Aspect and tense of conversations
3.2. Objects of conversations
1  <Captain>  you can let go the bow line
2  <1st o  icer>  let go bow line
3  <Captain> and you can take the stern spring
4  <2nd o  icer> letting go stern spring
5  <1st o  icer>  bow line let go
6  <Captain> bow line let go
7  <2nd o  icer> and stern spring let go
8  <Captain> stern spring let go
9  <Captain> you just let go the stern line also
10  <2nd o  icer> let go line aft
11  <1st o  icer> and we have the bow line home
12 <Captain> ok
13 <2nd o  icer> and all let go aft
14 <Captain> all let go aft
1  <Captain>  you can let go the bow line
2  <1st o  icer>  let go bow line
5  <1st o  icer>  bow line let go
6  <Captain> bow line let go
11 <1st o  icer> and we have the bow line home
12 <Captain> ok
3  <Captain> and you can take the stern spring
4  <2nd o  icer> letting go stern spring
7  <2nd o  icer> and stern spring let go
8  <Captain> stern spring let go
9  <Captain> you just let go the line aft also
10 <2nd o  icer> let go line aft
13  <2nd o  icer> and all let go aft
14 <Captain> all let go aft
3.3. Structure of conversations













6.1. Limitations of canned communication
6.2. Improving canned communication
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DESIGNING AND BUILDING











lacking in detail on usability 
and feasibility, and being largely reactive to current problem situations
post-evaluation, the design discussion was largely reactive to the 
current prototype
1. INTRODUCTION
Proceedings of APCHI 2004,

2. SUPPORTING THE USE OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT
3. THE USER CENTERED APPROACH
3.1. Interviews
3.2. Contextual Interviews and Observation of Current Practice
3.3. Acting-Out in Context
3.4. Design Workshop
3.4. TramMate
4. THE TECHNOLOGY CENTERED APPROACH
4.1. Usability Evaluations
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over time other people
7.3. A socio-physically informed development process
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Week 0: Probe pack distribution and initial interview
Week 1: Interview and process checking/steering
Week 4: Interview and addition of new probe element
Week 7: Interview and probe collections
Week 9: Focus groups
Week 12-15: Design Activities
4.4. Data Analysis
5. FINDINGS








Physical, involving stroking and patting
Public & Private
5.3. Consequences of Intimacy: Yield
Presence-in-absence
Strong yet vulnerable
6. IMPLICATIONS FOR AN ‘INTIMATE TECHNOLOGY’
6.1. Preliminary Design Sketches
6.2. Design Sketches from Workshops
6.3. SynchroMate
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3. AN EMPIRICAL STUDY OF BRIDGING THE GAP
4. ETHNOGRAPHIC FIELD STUDIES
4.1. Case study 1: the container ship
4.2. Case study 2: the power plant
5. APPLICATION DOMAIN ANALYSIS
problem application
5.1. Case study 1: the container ship
Observed communication problems
Communication structures
5.2. Case study 2: the power plant
Communication to support coordination
Observed communication problems
5.3. What did we learn from the two application domain analyses?
6. PROBLEM DOMAIN ANALYSIS
6.1. Case study 1: the container ship
Let go
Class diagram






6.2. Case study 2: the power plant
controller ield worker.
acted-out
6.3. What did we learn from the two problem domain analyses?
7. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
7.1. Case study 1: the container ship
Sketches on paper












7.3. What did we learn from the two design and implementation processes?
8. FUNCTIONAL PROTOTYPES
8.1. The Maritime Communicator
Overall Design
Implementation






9. EVALUATIONS AND USER FEEDBACK
9.1. Case study 1: the container ship
Highlights from evaluation
9.2. Case study 2: the power plant
Highlights from evaluation
10. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
10.1. Value of application domain analysis
10.2. Value of problem domain analysis
10.3. Informing the design process
10.4. Supporting the implementation process
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Chapter 11. Simulating mobility
Chapter 12. Simulating the domain
Chapter 13. Bringing the system into the  eld
Chapter 14. Taking the lab with you

IMPROVING EVALUATION
how can we improve our techniques for studying the 
user experience of mobile interaction design in context?
Simulating mobility
Simulating the domain
Bringing the system into the ield
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2.2. Proposed Techniques
3. IDEAS FOR NEW TECHNIQUES
3.1. Framework A
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6.1. The Sitting Technique
6.2. Usability Problems and Mobility
6.3. A Changing Track
6.4. Data Collection in the Field
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2. EVALUATING THE USABILITY OF MOBILE SYSTEMS
2.1. In Situ or In Vitro: The Trade-Offs between Realism and Control 
In situ:• 
In vitro:• 
2.2. Simulation: An Attempt to Bridge Realism and Control 
computational simulation
in silico
in vivo in vitro
simulators
2.3. In Sitro: Striving for Mobile Usability Realism and Control
in sitro
in situ in vitro
In sitro:• 
2.4. In Sitro: Empirical Investigation
3. INCREASING LABORATORY REALISM
3.1.   Case A: The Maritime Communicator















4. GOING INTO THE FIELD
purely 
in situ; no
4.1. Case B: MobileWARD






4.2. Study B1: Simulating the Hospital Ward (in sitro)
4.3. Study B2: Studying Use at the Hospital (in situ)
real 
work real nurses real patients, real patient data
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2. CHOOSING APPROPRIATE EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
2.1. In-situ or in-vitro?
2.2. Users, surrogates or experts?
context immunity 
2.3. Exhaustive or discount data analysis?
3. THE TRAMMATE PROJECT
3.1. The prototype system
4. COMPARING THE FOUR APPROACHES





4.2. Study 2: laboratory evaluation
4.3. Study 3: heuristic walkthrough
























6.1. In-situ or in-vitro?
6.2. Users, surrogates or experts?








Taking the lab with you
Abstract.1
1. INTRODUCTION






3. CLOSE UP VIDEO AND IMPROVED SOUND
3.1. Using The First Field Laboratory in Practice
3.2. Lessons Learned From Using Field Lab #1
4. SMALL CAMERAS AND MULTIPLE VIDEO SOURCES

4.1. Using The Second Field Laboratory in Practice
4.2. Lessons Learned From Using Field Lab #2
other 
peoples’
5. MINIMIZING EQUIPMENT AND INCREASING BATTERY LIFETIME
5.1. Using The Third Field Laboratory in Practice
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Chapter 19. Power Advisor

ARTEFACTS
 how can we make use of context in the implementation of 
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2. RELATED WORK
2.1. Ubiquitous computing environments and usability
emerging 
2.2. Ubiquitous computing in healthcare










3.2. Findings from the evaluation of IPJ 2.3
Mobility
Complexity
Relation to Work Activities
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5.3. Relation to work activities revisited
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2. SOCIALITY, INDEXICALITY AND JUST FOR US INFORMATION
3. EMPIRICAL STUDIES: PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL CONTEXT





Making the Invisible Visible: Augmenting the User’s Physical Surroundings
Supporting Ad-Hoc Communication about Places, Activities and Time
Indexing Recommendations and Content to History and Context
Representing Activities within Proximity and Indexing to Familiar Places

5. EVALUATION
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location-based mobile healthcare system
2. RELATED WORK





2.2. Mobile healthcare applications and location-based services
Woodward et al 2001, 
3. FIELD STUDY: HOME HEALTHCARE
what when where
3.1. Findings from ield study





4.1. Location-based spatial view of the work domain
4.2 Location-based information push




















 <description><![CDATA[Distance: 1.1&#160;km (about 2 mins]]></description>
 <GeometryCollection>
 <LineString>
 <coordinates>9.514260,56.796510,0.000000 9.514260,56.796510,0.000000 9.513280,56.796500,0.000000 
9.513280,56.796500,0.000000 9.513090,56.797420,0.000000 9.513110,56.797790,0.000000 
9.513250,56.798380,0.000000 9.513250,56.798380,0.000000 9.515990,56.798170,0.000000 







6. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION











“one should always design 
a thing by considering it in its next larger context - a chair in a room, a room in a house, a 
house in an environment, an environment in a city plan”.
Journal of Pervasive 
and Mobile Computing.
2. RELATED WORK
on the building site
genius loci




3.2. Spatial Layout and Characteristics













“I simply don’t like blueprints, I don’t understand them … while this is much 
easier to understand” [A].
“I actually thought I had a 
good idea of how my house was going to look, but there were things that surprised me and 
helped me understand a few things. All because I could see the house from different angles”
“This is so cool, that I can stand here in my living room and imagine 
what views I will have” [C]. 
“We have talked about how quick we would be able 
to drive into the carport from the road - we were afraid it would be too ’racing like’. But 
now that I can see it from here, I actually don’t think it is going to be a problem” [D]. 
5.2. Relationship to Context
“I actually think I was con irmed in my choices, 
when I tried changing the bricks to some of the colours, we had talked about. I compared 
them to the surroundings and they simply did not work, so clearly our yellow bricks it better 
than black” [B]
“Come take a look at this. Should we maybe have used some more money and removed that 
wall? The others’ [neighbouring houses] solutions look really smart” [B]. 
“It 
makes you think about a lot of things, when you can walk around and see the house” [D]. 
5.3. Collective Understanding
“I could imagine it would make it easier to reach 
an agreement about details, because you discuss based on the same foundation … the only 
thing I could have wanted, was to have had this system earlier in the process, as there at 
that point was many disputed points” [E]
“We have been out with friends to look 
at their building project. They proudly presented their blueprints at the lot, but it’s simply 
impossible to get more than a vague idea on how it’s going to look from that” [D]
5.4. Dimensional Insight
“A 3D house model 
on a computer screen appear smaller than in the real world” [F].
“… it was a lot easier 
to understand when you were in it [the physical surroundings]” [E] or “… it is great to 
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2. RELATED WORK

3. POWER ADVISOR DESIGN
3.1. Consumption Views
3.2. Consumption Messages
3.3. Technical Implementation 
















5.1. Using Power Advisor
“I only used the application when I received a 
reminder”
 “It is easier to 
monitor the usage on the phone than going to the basement to check the power meter” 
“When you have an unread message, you will be 
noti ied immediately. This raises your awareness of the application, and it works pretty 
well”
“I see some advantages on using the application on a mobile phone 
because I would still get an SMS on my mobile. Therefore it is easier to check the application 
on it than to pull my iPad up for that purpose. Furthermore, it is not always I have my iPad 
with me, but I always keep my phone with me”
5.2. Raising Awareness of Power Consumption
 “I think the study has 
been very good as I had no idea on how much I used before. It was also nice to get to know 
which group I belong to, so I can relate my consumption to others” 
“The fact that you can have different views on your consumption makes this application 
useful”
“It is all linked to my 
personal consumption and provides with an opportunity to act and react”
“With these messages, I have become more conscious 
of how much we consume and then you can maybe try to work with it, if you want to bring 
it down”
“You 
have to know something about the unit kilowatt-hour to able to assess your consumption 
and to decide whether you are satis ied with your current consumption rate … kilowatt/
hour is an arbitrary unit for me as I don’t know how much it means money-wise”
“This is interesting as it made me active in the 
process. It forced me to re lect upon my own consumption”
5.3. Power Consumption in the Community
“Absolutely, measuring up against other people 
gives me some feeling about my own consumption as I need to identify whether I’m doing 
something wrong or right.” 
“We are gregarious animals in a way. We measure ourselves and consider 
ourselves in relation to each other all the time” 
“I really do not care how others are, it does not change anything for 
my consumption. So therefore it has no value to me to be compared with others”.
“I don’t really care about the other consumers, it does not 
affect my consumption. For me, there is no added value in being compared and measured 
against others”
5.4. Reinforcement and Injunctive Information
“I would 
here perhaps have a tendency to rest on its laurels”
“Either you think that this performance was 
bad and you try to do something different to avoid receiving a red smiley next time, or then 
you are indifferent and are opposed to the message next time”
 “You are doing excellent, but you are 10% behind the best people in the group”
“Then you become more motivated for improving your 
consumption and setup realistic goals”
“If there are too many negative messages, I might be thinking, this does 
not interest me any more – these stupid messages” “I perceive a negative comment 
as a raised inger on your behaviour and it is not likely that I would read messages in the 
future” 
5.5. Motivating Behaviour Change and Barriers for Change
“Before the study, I was already tracking my consumption 
through the Modstrøm website, but every now and then I would forget to check usage for 
several weeks … and furthermore, you really need to compare your usage with others”
“I was 
surprised to observe a difference in power consumption even when we talked about the 
same weekday, same people at home, etc.”
“You have to keep reminding people 
to change behaviour. I remember when I was a child; our parents kept telling us not to let 
the water running while brushing teeth. We don’t tell this to our children today as it is not 
necessary” 
“Instead of using kilowatt-hour as 
energy unit, one could also apply environmental units, e.g. how much your consumption 
affects the environment with pollution” 
6. DISCUSSION
6.1. Comparative Electricity Consumption 
6.2. Social Power in Consumption Communities







Chapter 20. Principles of perceptual organisation
Chapter 21. Indexical interaction design
Chapter 22. Proxemics and interactional spaces
Chapter 23. Orchestrating mobile devices

UNDERSTANDING
how can we abstractly describe and understand the 
relationships between interactive mobile systems, users and context?
Principles of perceptual organisation
proximity, closure, symmetry, continuity, similarity
Indexical interaction design
indexicality.
Proxemics and interactional spaces
Orchestrating mobile devices
Chapter 20
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proximity, closure, symmetry, continuity,
similarity
interaction design for LBS
2. THE MOBILE INTERNET AND LOCATION BASED SERVICES
we must enable people to do 
relevant things that they couldn’t do before. 
location 
3. GESTALT THEORY
3.1. Gestalt theory in human-computer interaction















6. INFORMING LOCATION BASED SERVICE DESIGN AND EVALUATION
Gestalt principle Implications for LBS Key questions for design and evaluation
7. CONCLUSIONS
location salience
abstraction. alignment egocentric frames of reference. 















3.1. Reducing information representations by increasing indexicality

3.2 Indexical Interface Design





5.1. Evaluating on public transport: TramMate II
5.2. Evaluating at the hospital: MobileWARD
5.3. Evaluating in the city: Just-for-Us
6. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS FROM EVALUATIONS
6.1. Indexing to physical context
Redundancy and the suf iciency of approximation 
6.2. Indexing to spatial context
Trust and control 
6.3. Indexing to social context
Subtle context and making the implicit explicit
7. USING INDEXICALITY IN DESIGN







Proxemics and interactional spaces
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2. EMBODIED ACTION AND MEDIA SPACES
reversibility 




4. PHYSICAL WORKPLACE DESIGN
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